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! WHEN AND UNDER WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES did Edmund Waller (1606–1687)
first emerge as an English poet? The question is obviously germane to our understand-
ing of the career of a historically important, if currently rather neglected, seventeenth-
century poet; it is also, given the prominence accorded to Waller in standard accounts
of the rise of English neoclassicism and the heroic couplet, a matter of more general
literary-historical concern.1 The standard view is that Waller wrote his earliest poems
under James I—thus entitling him to the dubious and almost certainly unique distinc-
tion of having written poems for the courts of both Jameses and every English ruler in
between. The distinction is unearned. In this article, I offer a fresh reading of Waller’s
early poetic career, setting it in its personal, social, and political contexts. Waller, I sug-
gest, emerged as an English poet belatedly, in the mid-1630s, in an attempt to launch a
court career through the Percy faction. It was to members of the Percy interest—Lucy,
Countess of Carlisle; Algernon, Earl of Northumberland; Robert, Earl of Leicester and
his family—that Waller made his earliest poetic addresses and sought, through the
influence of Lady Carlisle, the attention of the queen. Waller’s poems of this period—
even royal panegyrics and love lyrics—frequently turn out, on close inspection, to pos-
sess a factional dimension. But Waller’s career as a court laureate was, I argue, abruptly
abandoned after only a few short years when the summoning of Parliament provided
him both with a larger stage and more urgent employments for his literary talents and
his political ambitions.
Parts of this argument were presented at the Tenth International Conference of the Centre for Seven-
teenth Century Studies, University of Durham, in July 2003. I thank Richard Maber, director of the
centre, and members of the audience (particularly Warren Chernaik, Martin Dzelzainis, Paul Ham-
mond, and Jonathan Nauman) for their comments. To my fellow Wallerians, Michael P. Parker and
John Safford, I am as indebted as ever for encouragement and ideas; Mr. Safford’s work on Waller’s 
biography has been both an inspiration and a challenge to the following essay. Thomas Kaminski also
kindly read and commented on the essay. I owe continuing gratitude to the dean and president of
Carleton College, and to my colleagues in the Department of English, for their unstinting support.
1. See, for example, E. Gosse,From Shakespeare to Pope: An Enquiry into the Causes and Phenomena of
the Rise of Classical Poetry in England (Cambridge, 1885); H. Erskine-Hill, The Augustan Idea in English
Literature (London, 1983); and W. B. Piper, The Heroic Couplet (Cleveland and London, 1969), esp. 83–90.
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"
It has been long and widely assumed that Waller established his reputation as a writer
of English verse under the reign of James I. The major modern account of Waller’s
practice of and impact on English versification, for instance, asserts that his career
“began during the Jacobean period”; many other recent studies concur.2 This view
may be traced back as far as, but no further than, Francis Atterbury’s reflection, in his
preface to the 1690 supplement to Waller’s Poems,“that between what Spencer wrote
last, and Waller first, there should not be much above twenty years distance.”3 Since 
Atterbury was attempting to emphasize the shortness of the temporal gap, despite the
enormity of the linguistic transformation occasioned by Waller’s stylistic innovations,
his phrasing aims at rhetorical point rather than historical precision. His assertion
was, however, taken up and echoed by subsequent commentators in a rather uncritical
manner. An echo of Atterbury may be detected in Elijah Fenton’s note on the poem
concerning Charles’s escape from a storm off Santander,“Of the danger His Majesty
(being Prince) escaped in the road at St. Andrews,” in his 1729 edition of Waller:“This
adventure happen’d in the eighteenth year of Mr. Waller’s age; by which it appears that
he began to write only twenty five years after the death of Spenser.”4 Neither Atterbury
nor Fenton offers any support for such datings, which presumably rest on the (not un-
reasonable) assumption that the poems must have been written near the time of the
occasions with which they are concerned.
Though Fenton followed Atterbury, his phrasing indicates that he was indebted
also to the anonymous author of the “Life” prefixed to the 1711 edition of Waller’s
Poems, an edition in which early datings were heavily promoted. In this “Life,” the au-
thor insisted that the expedition to Spain took place “in the seventeenth Year of [the
poet’s] Age” and concluded that “several Hints in the Poem” indicate that it was com-
posed at or shortly after the event itself.5 To the text of the poem was added the wildly
inaccurate subtitle “In the Year 1621” (p. 3). To the poem “To the King, on his navy,” a
similar subtitle was added, dating the poem “In the Year 1626” (p. 1), thus squaring it
with the discussion in the prefatory “Life” (pp. ix–x). And the author of the “Life”
rounded out his reconstruction of Waller’s early career by noting that the assassination
of Buckingham, while he was engaged in preparing a fleet, took place two years after
the 1626 expedition and prompted Waller’s poem “Of His Majesties receiving the news
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2.A.W.Allison, Toward an Augustan Poetic: Edmund Waller’s “Reform” of English Poetry (Lexing-
ton, Ky., 1962), 47; see also J. W. Saunders, The Profession of English Letters (London and Toronto, 1964),
124; G. Parry,“Van Dyck and the Caroline Court Poets,” in S. J. Barnes and A. K Wheelock, eds.,
Van Dyck 350 (Washington, D.C., 1994), 248; J. Griffin, ed., Selected Poems of Abraham Cowley,
Edmund Waller, and John Oldham (Harmondsworth, U.K., 1998), xxiv.
3. The Second Part of Mr. Waller’s Poems (London, 1690), sig. A4v. The preface is unsigned, but the
conventional attribution seems certain; see the Carl H. Pforzheimer Library, English Literature
1475–1700, 3 vols. (New York, 1940), 3:1075 (no. 1037). For a useful modern edition, see D. Womersley,
ed., Augustan Critical Writing (Harmondsworth, U.K., 1997), 121–25.
4. E. Fenton,“Observations on some of Mr. Waller’s Poems,” in The Works of Edmund Waller, Esqr.,
ed. E. Fenton (London, 1729), iv.
5. Poems, &c. (London, 1711), vii–viii.
of the Duke of Buckingham’s death”(p. x). On the basis of these poems, the biographer
went on to suggest, without offering any evidence, that “[o]ur Author was now known
at Court, and caress’d by all the People of Quality, who had a Relish of Learning and
Wit”(p. xi). Fenton, Waller’s first true editor, was not impressed by such claims, noting
the careless error over the date of the Santander storm (September 1623), and using it
to argue for rejecting also the 1626 dating of “To the King, on his navy”; this poem he
reassigned to 1636 (dismissing Thomas Rymer’s earlier, unsubstantiated dating of
1632), on the grounds that it referred to the fitting out of the ship-money fleet, which
set sail in that year under the command of Waller’s friend and patron Algernon Percy,
tenth Earl of Northumberland.6 In other respects, however, Fenton followed the early
datings in assuming both the Santander and Buckingham poems to be contempora-
neous with the events they describe. In addition, he suggested—for what was, I believe,
the first time—that “To the Queen, occasioned upon sight of her Majesty’s picture”
was written at this same period:“Mr. Waller seems to have written this Poem soon after
her Majesty’s arrival in England, Anno Ætat. 20.” (p. xiv). Fenton’s datings provided the
point of departure for future commentary.
Percival Stockdale, in his 1772“Life,” followed Fenton in treating the Santander
poem as the poet’s first and assigning it to “the eighteenth year of his age”; and he re-
iterated Fenton’s claim about the twenty-five-year gap between the last of Spenser and
the first of Waller.7 The first two of these claims were repeated by Robert Bell in his 1854
edition (“His first poem, written in his eighteenth year”), although in his notes to the
poem, Bell pointed out that the allusion in Arion’s prophecy to Charles’s marriage to
Henrietta Maria (lines 25–32) could not predate the marriage, which took place in
1625.8 This led him to suggest that “the whole piece was either written, or recast, with a
direct reference to the marriage of the Prince”(p. 50n). Mistaking Fenton’s discussion
of “To the King, on his navy,” Bell argued that it contains no specific references to
significant events of 1635 and cannot therefore be dated to that year (p. 58n). An even
earlier dating was proposed by Edmund Gosse in 1885 in his discussion of the rise of
English neoclassicism, where he suggested that it was composed in 1621 but revised
after 1634.9
The still standard edition of Waller published by George Thorn Drury, first in
1893, and again with revisions in 1901, is disappointingly perfunctory in considering
the dating of these poems.10 Thorn Drury echoes the 1711“Life” in his suggestion that
Waller’s earliest poem “was written in his seventeenth year,” and he relies almost 
entirely on Fenton for the dating of particular pieces.11 Though aware of the argument
that the Santander poem, or parts of it, had been recast, Thorn Drury saw no reason
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6. Works, ed. Fenton, ix–xi.
7. The Works of Edmund Waller, Esq. (London, 1772), ix–x.
8. Poetical Works of Edmund Waller, ed. R. Bell (London, 1854), 14, 50n.
9. E. Gosse, From Shakespeare to Pope, 55n.
10. The Poems of Edmund Waller, ed. G. Thorn Drury (London, 1893), 2 vols. (London, 1901). There
are no differences between the accounts of these poems given in the two editions; I quote from the 
revised edition of 1901 (hereafter “WP”).
11. WP 1:lxxiv.
for rejecting Fenton’s dating of it to 1623 or early 1624, claiming that internal evidence
(“the language”) supported Fenton’s view that “To the Queen” was written shortly
after Henrietta Maria’s arrival in England, and assuming a contemporaneous date for
the poem on Buckingham’s death.12 He disagreed, however, with Fenton’s Caroline
dating of “To the King, on his navy,”pushing it back to 1627, in which year Buckingham
set out an expeditionary fleet and France and Spain ratified an agreement (the refer-
ent, he claims, of the poet’s insistence that they “Forget their hatred”; line 4).13
Modern critics have generally followed Thorn Drury’s datings, while frequently
registering discomfort about them and positing later revision as a way to explain away
anomalies. Ruth Wallerstein, in her study of the development of the heroic couplet,
was keen to downplay Waller’s contribution; she reiterated the claim that the San-
tander poem was revised some years after it was first written.14 Alexander Ward Alli-
son, in Toward an Augustan Poetic, assumed that “Of the danger” was Waller’s “first
ambitious poem” and “To the Queen” “his second (probably)”; yet in a note he regis-
tered doubts about the early datings advocated by some previous critics.15 In The 
Poetry of Limitation,Warren L. Chernaik followed suit, treating “To the Queen”as “one
of Waller’s earliest poems”and “Of the danger” as “the very first of his poems,” which,
nevertheless,“grew by accretion from fragments composed at various times.”16 He also
disputed the dating of “To the King, on his navy”to 1627 in favor of Fenton’s to 1636, on
the grounds that it is self-evidently a defense of the ship-money fleet and that manu-
script evidence supports such a dating.17
The only modern critic to offer a serious challenge to the view that Waller
launched his poetic career in the early 1620s is Jack G. Gilbert, in his brief but valu-
able account of Waller for the Twayne’s English Authors Series.18 Perhaps his rather
brisk treatment of the matter (no doubt imposed by the constraints of the series) ex-
plains why his arguments have not been accorded adequate weight in subsequent
discussion. Against the view that Waller was an established Jacobean poet, Gilbert
ranged four objections:
[1] the absence of any publication of or reference to his poetry until 
the 1630s, [2] internal evidence suggesting political events of 1635–40,
[3] patterns of style connected to datable poems, and [4] the statement 
of Clarendon that “at the Age when other Men used to give over writing
Verses (for He was near thirty Years of Age, when He first engaged him-
self in that Exercise, at least, that He was known to do so) He surprized
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12. WP 2:154, 155.
13. WP 2:160–61.
14. R. Wallerstein,“The Development of the Rhetoric and Metre of the Heroic Couplet, Especially
in 1625–1645,”PMLA 50 (1935): 166–209 at 187.
15. A. W. Allison, Toward an Augustan Poetic, 21, 93 n. 12.
16. The Poetry of Limitation: A Study of Edmund Waller (New Haven, Conn., and London, 1968),
128, 135, 136 n. 40.
17. Chernaik, Poetry of Limitation, 144–45, 145 n. 49.
18. J. G. Gilbert, Edmund Waller (Boston, 1979).
the Town with two or three pieces of that Kind; as if a tenth Muse had
been newly born, to cherish drooping Poetry.”19
These objections deserve to be taken seriously and given evidentiary support.
"
As Gilbert understood, the testimony of Clarendon ought not to be dismissed without
very good reason.20 Clarendon knew Waller well during the period in question, mov-
ing in the same circles—notably the Falkland circle at Great Tew, to which Waller is tra-
ditionally thought to have been introduced by the cleric George Morley—in the
mid-1630s.21 Nothing in the evidentiary record contradicts Clarendon’s claim that
Waller only emerged as a poet around age thirty, in the mid-1630s. In fact, with the ex-
ception of a brief Latin epigram on the royal return from Scotland in a university vol-
ume of 1633,Waller printed no poem prior to 1638, in which year he contributed to two
collections strongly associated with the Falkland circle: Jonsonus Virbius (the memo-
rial volume for Ben Jonson) and the folio edition of George Sandys’Paraphrase upon
the Divine Poems, with settings by the court musician, Henry Lawes.22 Waller’s Latin
epigram—tucked away at the back of the collection—was a contribution to an aca-
demic project, implying no announcement of poetic ambitions.23 Waller’s earliest
dated English poem is an address to Lawes, subtitled “who had then newly set a song of
mine in the year 1635”; it is, however, dated retrospectively, for the poem did not appear
in print until 1653, in Lawes’s First Booke of Ayres.24 The dating may therefore not be
entirely accurate. In fact, Lawes’s earliest settings of Waller lyrics appear to date from
1636 or later.25 Waller’s earliest firmly datable poems derive from the same period:
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19. Gilbert, Edmund Waller, 17; I have numbered Gilbert’s points and corrected “has”to “had”from
E. [Hyde], Earl of Clarendon,The Life of Edward Earl of Clarendon, 2 vols. (Oxford, 1857), 1:44.
20. In the “Life”prefixed to the 1772 edition of Waller’s Works, Stockdale struggled to negotiate 
between Clarendon’s account that Waller did not emerge as a poet until he was almost thirty and the
claims in the 1711“Life” that he was known at court as a poet by his twenty-first year (pp. x–xi). What
Stockdale came up with was the rather unhappy suggestion that Waller was known at court at twenty-
one, but not beyond it until thirty. This is inherently implausible, given what we know about the circu-
lation of manuscript verse during the period; nor is it supported by the existing distribution evidence,
to which we shall soon turn.
21. WP 1:xxii–xxiii.
22. WP 2:169. Waller’s verses did not appear in the quarto edition of 1636, in which the only com-
mendatory verses were those of Lord Falkland; F. Bowers and R. B. Davis, George Sandys: A Biblio-
graphical Catalogue of Printed Editions in England to 1700 (New York, 1950), 39–41.
23. Rex Redux (Cambridge, 1633), 80. Of the university men who contributed poems, only a very
few (e.g., Crashaw and Randolph) would become known as poets in English; Rex Redux, 49, 56, 31.
24. Gilbert, Edmund Waller, 20; WP 1:19–20.
25. The basis for this claim is the Henry Lawes Manuscript (British Library, MS. Add. 53723),
which, it has long been recognized, is organized broadly chronologically. All Waller’s songs in the
manuscript follow a group dated 1636, and one song in particular that Lawes later claimed to have
composed in 1637; most, in fact, follow a song datable to 1643; P. J. Willetts, The Henry Lawes Manu-
script (London, 1969), 2–3. For the difficulties involved in dating the contents of the manuscript, see 
I. Spink, Henry Lawes: Cavalier Songwriter (Oxford, 2000), 10–11.
“The Countess of Carlisle in mourning,” a poem of consolation to Lady Carlisle, was
clearly written some considerable time after the death of her husband in April 1636, it
being concerned primarily with her mourning rather than with his death.26 Another
poem of consolation,“To my Lord of Northumberland, upon the death of his lady,”
was written for Lady Carlisle’s brother on the death of his wife in December 1637.27
Furthermore, despite the claim that anachronisms in Waller’s supposedly Jacobean
productions are the result of later revision, the manuscript evidence furnishes no
proof for the existence of pre-Caroline versions of such poems; there is, in fact, no evi-
dence of circulation of any kind prior to the mid-1630s, and the bulk of the surviving
manuscript texts of his early poems appear in half a dozen scribal collections prepared
in the early 1640s.28 It is, of course, highly likely that Waller did experiment in the com-
position of English poetry before the later 1630s: the Latin epigram of 1633 gives some
warrant for such a view, but the point is that such efforts remained private.
Gilbert also notes the absence of any reference to Waller as a poet dating from
the 1620s. The earliest reference I have encountered dates from 27 July 1637, in which 
Sir Kenelm Digby promises to send a copy of “Mr. Wallers verses” to Edward, Lord
Conway, then on board the Triumph along with his close friend, Northumberland.29
In late summer of the same year, Waller figured in Sir John Suckling’s “Sessions of the
Poets” (line 15), along with other members of the Tew circle.30 And in the following
year he was referenced as a poet, alongside another Tevian, Sidney Godolphin, in Falk-
land’s contribution to Jonsonus Virbius.31 The absence of evidence either that Waller
wrote poetry or that he was known as a poet before the middle of the 1630s lends
weight to Clarendon’s claim that he first presented himself as a poet at that time.
Then there is the evidence of the supposedly Jacobean poems themselves,
which, as Gilbert asserts, allude to events of the later 1630s and are reminiscent, stylisti-
cally and in other ways, of poems datable to that period. Before turning to the poetry in
detail, however, it is worth pausing to introduce a source of evidence not previously ex-
amined for the light it sheds on the nature, and therefore the probable dates, of these
supposedly early poems: Waller’s dedicatory epistle to a manuscript collection of verse
intended for presentation to the queen. The epistle suggests that it is not necessarily the
case that poems like those on Santander and Buckingham were written immediately
after the occasions with which they were concerned (September 1623 and August 1628,
respectively). That Waller never in fact presented the collection to the queen is implied
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26. WP 1:22–23, 2:166.
27. WP 1:31–32, 2:169.
28. P. Beal, comp., Index of English Literary Manuscripts, vol. 2, 1625–1700, pt. 2, Lee–Wycherley
(London, 1993), esp. 555–56.
29. Public Record Office, SP 16/364/68; printed in E. W. Bligh, Sir Kenelm Digby and His Venetia
(London, 1932), 235. These verses may perhaps be identified as “To the King, on his navy,”which 
Sir Kenelm’s brother George would turn into Latin hexameters (see below, n. 40). For another 
possibility, see my “A New Poem by Waller? Lady Katherine Howard, the Earl of Northumberland,
and an Entertainment on Board the Triumph,”English Manuscript Studies, vol. 13, forthcoming.
30. The Works of Sir John Suckling: The Non-Dramatic Works, ed. T. Clayton (Oxford, 1971), 72,
266–68.
31. C. H. Herford, P. and E. Simpson, eds., Ben Jonson, 11 vols. (Oxford, 1925–52), 11:435 (line 234).
by an authorial postscript, copied after one of the two extant scribal texts of the epistle,
in which the poet glosses the epistle and selection as follows:
Thus I intended long since to have presented to hir Matie those things
which I had writtin of the King  But besids that I held thame not worthie
of hir the Tymes alsoe hath made this epistle unseasonable.32
The unseasonableness of the epistle evidently alludes to its employment of the fa-
miliar Caroline trope of England’s halcyon days, guaranteed by the love between the
royal couple:
For as Heaven threatens a Deluge of all calamities uppone a land con-
demned to be the seat of warr; soe may our Natione well expect the
contrary blessings being chosen for the seat of love. A love soe famous
fruitfull and religiously observed betwixt your most excelent Maties
that like the sacrad oil (whairwith the Roiall poet soe perfum’d his song
of fraternall Amity) diffus’d from the head doune to the skirts, the
meanest of your people, it affects us all with the joy of so noble a presi-
dent. Nore doeth Heaven seme less to acknowleadge this Pietie still
binding your Kingdomes together with soe many hopfull knots that
wee ar now confident no other streame of bloode shall ever devyd the
poure of this hapie Iland.33
This is the language of the 1630s: that period of the happy royal marriage and its public
elaboration through the courtly arts of poem, portrait, and masque.34 It is unlikely
that such language could have been set down by a rhetorician of Waller’s tact after the
eruption of troubles in Scotland at the end of 1638, and well-nigh certain that it must
predate the Scots’ invasion of England in August 1640.
In addition to helping determine the date of the epistle,Waller’s postscript helps
us to understand the shape and focus of the collection it was designed to introduce,
which was not the poet’s “complete works” but a selection of poems about King
Charles:“those things which I had writtin of the King.”The epistle itself sheds further
light on this design. It introduces the collection as a gathering of poems focused on the
heroic accomplishments of King Charles, written with the queen firmly in mind:
MADAM.
If your Maty had lived in those Tymes which sacrifiz’d to the Sun 
and Moone and of eatch glorious Creatoure made a new Dyety, as the
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32. WP 1:vii; italics reversed.
33. WP 1:vi.
34. Compare Waller’s “hapie Iland”with the “unanimous and magnificent virtues of the King and
Queen’s majesties’ making this happy island a pattern to all nations” in the prefatory matter to Jones’s
Luminalia (1638); S. Orgel and R. Strong, Inigo Jones: The Theatre of the Stuart Court, 2 vols. (Berkeley,
Los Angeles, and London, 1973), 2:706 (lines 35–38).
admiration of your sacrad persone had supply’d them with a more ex-
cusable Idolatry, So could no incense have been more worthie your Altar
then the odore of his Maties Heroyck deeds.And though the court and
universities have no other mater of theer song, yet if your Matie please to
listen what Echo the country returnes to so loud a praise,Wee shall lik-
wayes teach the woods to sound your royall name,And tell how great a
portion of our present hapines is owing to those Divyne Graces, whairin
all the privat desires of our soueraine beeing accompleished, hee is wholie
at Leasoure to confer fælicitie on others, for continence (soe greate a mir-
acle in the vigour of youth and royalitie) Wee nomber amongst the
Meanest of his Vertues, whose bed soe highly adornd with bloode and
beauty presentes him with all that Antiquitie and youth cane give. . . .35
The collection was to have been a votive offering to the queen as goddess, celebrating
both her majesty’s divine graces and his majesty’s heroic deeds for the queen, the one
adding luster to the other. In particular, the collection was to have been a gallery of
heroic portraits, depicting Charles in a series of virtuous postures, which is of course
exactly what we find in the Santander and Buckingham poems: Charles outbraving
Aeneas and Priam in valor during the storm (lines 89–96), or outdoing Achilles in
moderating his more justified grief for Buckingham (lines 9–16).36
Now, although Waller’s epistle tells us only that he intended, almost certainly
during the 1630s (suggested by the epistle’s “long since”), to present to the queen a col-
lection of poems about the king, that statement raises two pertinent possibilities. The
first is that the poems on the king may have been written explicitly for such a collection
(the phrasing of the postscript leaves the question hanging). In such a case, they might
well have been historical pieces, memorializing earlier occasions for the present rather
than being immediate and topical addresses. A collection celebrating Charles’s heroic
deeds would naturally be obliged to reach back into the 1620s, to address such critical
events as the expedition to Spain and the murder of Buckingham, whether or not
poems on such events were already extant. The second possibility is that not only the
collection but also the individual poems within it may have been designed with the
queen in mind—in which case we might expect to find, in some more than superficial
manner, complimentary gestures toward the queen. What I am suggesting here is that
the epistle raises an alternative framework for understanding these poems, one that no
longer obliges us to try to cram them into the immediate aftermaths of the events they
discuss, and that might allow us to explain both the anachronisms noticed by earlier
commentators and the absence of any evidence of major revision. Within such a
framework the poems would appear not as products of the 1620s with later overlays
but as products of the mid-1630s, designed specifically to memorialize Charles’s heroic
deeds in terms designed to appeal to the queen. And in this context it is worth noting
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35. WP 1:v–vi.
36. Michael P. Parker suggests to me a possible source for this heroic vision of the king in Rubens’
painting (1629–30) of the armor-clad monarch in his allegory of St. George and the Dragon.
that of the four poems of disputed date, three are in praise of the king and the fourth
is a compliment to the queen.
"
Let us turn now to the poems themselves, to see how far they illustrate the kind of dou-
ble perspective the intention to memorialize and compliment would impel. In treat-
ing, first, the three poems focused on the king, it is perhaps easiest to begin with “To the
King, on his navy,”both because it deals with no event from the more distant past and
therefore involves no double perspective, and because the arguments for seeing it as an
attempt to promote the controversial ship-money fleet have been so well marshaled by
Chernaik and Gilbert as to require little further comment.37 The belligerent tone, the
assertion of English naval sovereignty, the insistence that justice has been imposed on
coastal waters and the problem of coastal piracy resolved (lines 13–14), all serve to place
the poem in the middle to later 1630s, the period of the ship-money fleets and John
Selden’s Mare Clausum, which appeared, with royal approval, in December 1635.38 It is
also worth noting how closely linked the poem is to two other poems known to date
from this period. One is Waller’s celebration of the English assault on the pirate 
stronghold of Sallee in the late summer of 1637 (“Of Salle”), which, like “To the 
King, on his navy,”figures the pirates as tempests (“Of Salle,” lines 23–26;“To the King,”
lines 10–14).39 The second is his celebration of another controversial royal initiative of
the period, the restoration of St. Paul’s Cathedral, which figures the cathedral itself
as a ship (lines 1–4) and links the restoration project with the rebuilding of the navy
(lines 43–46). External evidence supports this dating: Chernaik alludes to the existence
of a manuscript translation of the poem by George, second Lord Digby, endorsed by
him “Mr wallers verses of the Nauy vnder the E of Northumberland, translated by mee
into Latin.”40 As Chernaik points out, Northumberland’s appointment, in the spring
of 1636, to take charge of the summer’s fleet affords an initial terminus for the poem:
his appointment, as Admiral,“Custos Maris,” Captain-General, and Governor of the
Fleet, was made on 23 March.41 In the following summer he was reappointed. That
Waller was serenading Northumberland’s sister in verse by the spring of 1637 and
would, by the winter, be addressing Northumberland himself (on the death of his
wife) provides further reason for associating the poem with him and for assigning it to
the period of his admiralcy.
Further precision is possible. John Safford, in his as yet unpublished biography
of Waller, has proposed a date of 1637 on the grounds that the attempt to deal with
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piracy only began in earnest in that year.42 I should like to second his suggestion.
Waller’s insistence on the king’s masque-like dismissal of pirates gestures to events of
the summer of 1637:
Thou on the deep imposest stricter43 laws,
And by that justice hast removed the cause
Of those rude tempests, which for rapine sent,
Too oft, alas! involved the innocent.
Now shall the ocean, as thy Thames, by free
From both those fates, of storms and piracy.
(Lines 9–14)
It is improbable that the panegyrist would present the “stricter” laws against piracy
(presumably the claims for sovereignty of the British seas raised by Selden) as al-
ready having been enforced, were he unable to assume some appropriately constru-
able action that might be thought to have dispelled the problem. One might argue
that this could refer to the sailing of any of the ship-money fleets, in the summers of
1635, 1636, or 1637. The first two are unlikely, however, because neither could claim
any particular success in rooting out the problem of piracy, complaints about which
were strong in both those years.44 Nothing prior to Captain Rainborowe’s expedition
to the pirate stronghold of Sallee in 1637, which sank a number of ships and secured
guarantees (empty, as it turned out) that the rovers would be kept in order, could
reasonably be presented in this manner.45 The poem was probably written in the late
autumn or early winter of that year. Encouraging news about the expedition reached
home by the end of July, but not until the return of the expeditionary force and the
arrival in London of a Moroccan ambassador in early October could the pirate prob-
lem be presented, with plausibility, in the past tense.46 The brevity of the allusion,
moreover, seems to assume knowledge of the discussion of the expedition and am-
bassadorial visit (October–November 1637) that Waller offers in the companion
piece,“Of Salle.”The expedition was such a public relations coup for the ship-money
levy that it remained topical well into the winter, featuring in the masque Britannia
Triumphans (17 January 1638); the poem may have been written as late as the new
year.47 Whatever its precise date of composition, both internal and external evidence
locate it in 1637 rather than 1627, 1635, or 1636.
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At the most general level,“To the King, on his navy,” along with its sister pieces
from the same period, represents an attempt to justify the controversial royal levy of
ship money, which royal proclamation insisted (somewhat disingenuously) was 
designed to counter piracy.48 The poem’s dating to the autumn or winter of 1637–38
suggests that its precise occasion may have been the case brought in the summer of 1637
against Waller’s cousin John Hampden for his refusal to pay the levy—a crucial test of its
legality. The case was heard in Hilary Term 1637, with judgments forthcoming over the
winter and spring of 1638.49 More locally, however, the poem would have constituted a
gesture of support for Northumberland, in his attempt to overcome Charles’s indeci-
siveness and use the fleet aggressively to assert the king’s claims to sovereignty over his
seas.50 The allusion to the dismissal of piracy compliments Northumberland, under
whose auspices the Sallee expedition had been undertaken.51 At the micro-political
level the poem should probably also be seen as part of a low-key campaign to promote
Northumberland’s claim for the Lord High Admiralcy, which had been held in com-
mission since the assassination of the previous holder, Buckingham, over and against
the queen’s candidate for the post, the Earl of Holland.
A somewhat more complex dating problem is presented by the poem on
Charles’s escape from the storm at Santander. Accounts of this poem have, since Bell’s
edition, noticed a compliment to Henrietta Maria, in the allusion to Charles’s falling
in love with her, at a glance, while on his way to Madrid (lines 101–4). These readings
have tended to conclude that this was either a lucky guess or a late addition. Gilbert
opened a new angle on the poem by drawing attention to the way in which the roman-
tic, feminine perspective that dominates it—very much at odds with the generic
norms of panegyric—implies that the whole poem was written “in order to please the
queen,”and “long after the events it celebrates.”52 While these suggestions are provoca-
tive, it is not clear how the latter follows from the former; a more detailed discussion
must establish this time frame.
“Of the danger His Majesty (being Prince) escaped in the road at St. Andrews”
is not an account of the Spanish expedition into which a compliment to Henrietta
Maria has been retrospectively inserted; that compliment is, in fact, the driving thesis
of the poem, which is unified by the argument that the marriage of Charles and Henri-
etta Maria is providentially ordained and that therefore Charles’s abandonment of
the Infanta was both necessary and justified, involving—and this is the tricky part for
the poet—no breach of etiquette or gallantry. This argument is introduced near the
start of the poem in Arion’s song (lines 13–32), which accompanies the barge as it rows
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out to meet the ship anchored off the coast. Arion relates Edward IV’s abandonment,
in the midst of the marriage negotiations, of the Lady Bona of Savoy—sister-in-law of
Louis XI of France—in favor of the Englishwoman, Elizabeth Woodville. The song in-
troduces a historic wrong that, Arion’s “prophetic muse” declares, will in good time
and just manner be righted:
Love gave the affront, and must repair the same;
When France shall boast of her, whose conquering eyes
Have made the best of English hearts their prize;
Have power to alter the decrees of Fate,
And change again the counsels of our state.
(Lines 26–30)
The brilliance of the poem’s rhetorical strategy has not gone unremarked. By framing
the action with the example of Edward, Waller furnishes a historical antecedent for
Charles’s behavior (monarchs have done this sort of thing before), shows Charles to
advantage by allowing him to right the wrong perpetrated by the roving eye of his
predecessor, and, by insisting on the providential ordination of the French match,
excuses him from the potential charge of fecklessness and inconstancy in abandoning
his quest for the Infanta.53
Providential destiny also drives the central section of the poem, which treats of
Charles’s courage during the storm. The prince’s bravery and stoic indifference are cel-
ebrated (lines 77–82), Charles being compared favorably with Aeneas fleeing the ruins
of Troy (lines 85–96). But such a comparison raises other parallels involving individual
and national destiny: Charles and Henrietta; England and France. These parallels are
drawn together in the conclusion, which points to a translatio imperii, according to
which England represents “the third successful throw”of the Fates (line 159), after Troy
and Rome. In the long view established by Waller, it is Charles’s dalliance with the 
Infanta, and not his vision of Henrietta Maria en route to Madrid, that constitutes
the digression—a distraction from the course of his destiny, and that of nations.
The penultimate part of the poem (lines 99–144) is a lengthy, direct compliment
to the queen, according to which Charles is buoyed in the storm by his secret, un-
spoken love for her—sparked by “that fatal glance” (line 101) on his voyage to Spain.
The myth of the “fatal glance,” popular with both French and English poets, was con-
structed after the marriage in order to lend some retrospective romantic coloring to
what had been a purely dynastic arrangement (the couple did not meet until after the
wedding ceremony).54 Having given access to the secret heart of the prince, the same
section then unfolds the emotions of the queen (already in love with her future hus-
band) as she regards the tapestry telling the tale of Hero and Leander (lines 125–44).
The emphasis on the queen in this part of the poem, together with the larger argument
about the link between personal fate and national destiny that frames the poem,
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confirms the possibility raised by the dedicatory epistle to the unpresented collection:
that the poem was written specifically for her.
But when was it written? The absence of any reference to King James makes it an
unlikely Jacobean poem. Several pieces of evidence point to the mid- or later 1630s.
First, the opening couplet, with its insistence on Charles’s naval sovereignty, connects
the poem with the other naval poems of c. 1637 discussed above: “Now had his 
Highness bid farewell to Spain, / And reached the sphere of his own power, the main”
(lines 1–2).This is not the language of the Jacobean peace; indeed, it would be difficult to
imagine what Waller might have had in mind in his second line prior to the arguments
advanced by Selden in 1635 in Mare Clausum. Second, the rather tasteless reference to
Charles’s sexual potency—“His loins yet full of ungot princes”(line 97)—would surely
have been far too reckless had no princes yet been “got.”I suggest therefore that the ref-
erence cannot predate the birth of the couple’s second son, James, in October 1633. Fi-
nally, Waller’s treatment of the love between the royal couple also points to the 1630s,
when (after the warming of the royal marriage following the removal of Buckingham)
the language of French neoplatonism and préciosité, strongly inflected with the rituals
of Catholic devotion, emerged as the lingua franca for poems and masques designed by
and for the queen.55 This is the note Waller strikes throughout the poem:
if any thought annoys
The gallant youth, ’tis love’s untasted joys,
And dear remembrance of that fatal glance,
For which he lately pawned his heart in France;
Where he had seen a brighter nymph than she
That sprung out of his present foe, the sea.
That noble ardour, more than mortal fire,
The conquered ocean could not make expire;
Nor angry Thetis raise her waves above
The heroic Prince’s courage or his love;
’Twas indignation, and not fear he felt,
The shrine should perish where that image dwelt.
(Lines 99–110)
The conceit in that last line could be lifted straight from one the devotional emblems of
Henry Hawkins.
Although such features point to composition in the mid-1630s, one might still
wonder where Waller could have obtained the details about the storm with which he
furnishes the poem. This objection may be addressed by recalling that, as Thorn Drury
has pointed out, he draws on a printed pamphlet, The Joyfull Returne of the Most Illus-
trious Prince Charles, Prince of Great Britain, from the Court of Spaine (1623), which he
may have consulted at any time after its publication.56
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There is, in sum, overwhelming evidence, both internal and external, that the
entire poem was written for the queen in the mid-1630s, and no reason for positing any
earlier stage of composition during the 1620s. In fact, the presence in it of so much ma-
terial relating to the queen and dating from the 1630s further weighs against the like-
lihood of an earlier version. Stripped of this framing argument, the account of
Charles’s experience in the shallop (effectively, lines 33–96) would be trivial, lacking
the dignifying context of destiny. If, on the other hand, some other context had origi-
nally been given to the events, and the poem circulated at court in the early 1620s, it
would have been rather tactless to try to recycle it, with a fresh frame, in the 1630s.
We are left, now, with the last of the three poems focused on the king,“Of his
Majesties receiving the news of the Duke of Buckingham’s death,”which Gilbert insists
(without demonstrating) was “written later” than the event it describes.57 It is worth
pausing for a moment over the title to note that the poem is concerned not with Buck-
ingham’s death but with Charles’s response to it—a distinction that points back once
more to Waller’s dedicatory epistle for a collection celebrating, for the queen, her 
husband’s “heroic deeds.” The focus on Charles’s response suggests a degree of dis-
tance from the event itself, since direct treatment would have been more than a little
indelicate in light of Charles’s terrible grief at his friend’s murder.58 The focus, more-
over, marks Waller’s poem out from the torrent of verses appearing in the immediate
aftermath of Buckingham’s death. Contemporary poems typically grapple with the
significance of the assassination—decrying or, more often, applauding it—and with
that of the duke himself; a modest body of elegies and epitaphs by courtiers such as
Carew and Davenant attempted to stem the flood of anti-Buckingham sentiment.59
Against this background, Waller’s poem (neither elegy nor epitaph) stands out incon-
gruously.As previous commentators have noticed, its perspective is odd (Buckingham
is not only dead; he has already been replaced); and the comparison of Charles’s grief
to that of Achilles for Patroclus or Apollo’s for Hyacinthus or Cyparissus seems, in light
of the frequent suggestions of sexual impropriety on the duke’s part, daring to the
point of recklessness.60 Stylistic evidence for dating the poem to the mid-1630s ap-
pears in its employment of the feminizing, devotional rhetoric promoted in the
queen’s circle during that period. Waller’s emphasis on Charles’s unbroken praying
would certainly appeal to the queen (“Nor was the stream of thy devotion stopped”;
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line 5), as would the downplaying of the extremity of his grief; furthermore, it is hard to
imagine Waller taking the risk of presenting Charles as “Godlike, unmoved, and yet,
like woman, kind!” (line 34) outside the context of the marriage masques of the 1630s,
with their incessant celebration of the androgynous Mary-Charles.61
Further support for such a dating appears in a curious allusion in the follow-
ing lines:
Nor was the stream of thy devotion stopped,
When from the body such a limb was lopped,
As to thy present state was no less maim,
Though thy wise choice has since repaired the same.
(Lines 5–8)
The repair of a lopped limb is usually taken to refer to Charles’s immediate appoint-
ment of Robert Bertie, Earl of Lindsey, to replace Buckingham at the head of the fleet
he had, at the time of his murder, been preparing for the relief of the Huguenots in 
La Rochelle.62 But such a reading requires one to ignore the force of “since,” which is
most obviously taken to imply that the reparation took place “at some time subsequent
to or after” the loss (OED, B. 2). Nor does the replacement of the admiral of an ad hoc
relief force appear a matter of sufficient weight to merit the suggestion that a grievous
loss to the body politic was thus repaired. Finally, I am aware of no connection between
Waller and Lindsey that would account for his inclusion in a poem on the king’s 
response to the murder of his dearest friend.63 It is surely more likely, given the scale of
the public loss, the temporal gap implied by “since,” and the known connection 
between Waller and Northumberland and his family at this time, that the allusion is to
Northumberland’s much-remarked elevation to the post of Lord High Admiral, a 
position held in reserve since Buckingham’s death and that Northumberland gained
over the queen’s candidate, the Earl of Holland, in the spring of 1638.64 A minor textual
detail supports this view. In line 8 Waller refers approvingly to the king’s “wise choice”
in making the appointment. That the appointment represented the king’s choice
hardly seems a point worth making in and of itself. Its significance looks clearer when
we read it in light of the reverend George Garrard’s account (20 March 1637/8) of the
council meeting at which the king announced the appointment:
[O]nSunday last the King in full Council declared, that he would have
my LordNorthumberland his High Admiral of England, and said further,
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that it was his own Choice, for that Lord had never made any Means to
him for the Place, neither direct or indirect.65
Waller echoes the king’s phrasing (“his own Choice”) and applauds it (“thy wise
choice”[my emphasis]). If by such phrasing Charles aimed to quash factional celebra-
tion, he failed: Northumberland’s friends and supporters, including Conway and
Wentworth, were jubilant, greeting both the appointment and Holland’s discomfiture
with glee.66 Waller’s poem was, I suggest, a contribution to the triumphant mood, in-
sinuating through its equation of Northumberland with the late favorite the com-
pleteness of his ascent. It was distributed among Northumberland’s associates: a
scribal copy survives in the Conway papers.67
With the three disputed poems on the king dated to the mid- to late 1630s, we
turn, finally, to the address “To the Queen, occasioned upon sight of her Majesty’s pic-
ture,”which has been assigned to a period soon after the queen’s arrival in England by
Fenton and, on account of its language, by Thorn Drury. On this poem, Gilbert is curi-
ously vague, dating it only to “after 1625.”68 I am not sure what Thorn Drury means by
“the language,” which on at least two counts connects the address with the poems of
the 1630s. First, as Thorn Drury notes, an image employed in lines 57–58 also appears in
Waller’s poem on Lady Lucy Sidney.69 This poem dates from the later 1630s, during the
poet’s association with the Sidney family. However, the regularity with which Waller
repeated himself renders this a weak foundation for dating the poem. Perhaps Thorn
Drury was misled by the stronger parallel between the lengthy justification of Charles’s
abandonment of the Infanta in favor of Henrietta Maria (lines 37–56) and that in the
Santander poem, which he assumed to have an early date. But given our redating of
the Santander poem to the mid- or later 1630s, the parallel connects this poem to the
same period, perhaps as a companion piece. The language of praise, moreover, which
associates the queen with light and with the sun and presents her as goddess of love,
seems to resemble that of the 1630s masques: Chloridia, The Temple of Love, Lumina-
lia.70 But reasons for dating the poem to the mid-1630s are found not only in its parallels
with other writings of that period; they are also provided by the poem’s occasion.
Its title informs us that the poem was “occasioned by sight of her Majesty’s pic-
ture”; the text itself gives us enough information to identify with some confidence the
painter, if not precisely the portrait, to which it refers. The poet begins, rather star-
tlingly, by addressing not the queen, but the painter:
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Well fare the hand! which to our humble sight
Presents that beauty, which the dazzling light
Of royal splendour hides from weaker eyes,
And all access, save by this art, denies.
(Lines 1–4)
To open a poem for a queen in such a manner is rhetorically daring; only one painter of
the age possessed the status and cachet to encourage so decorous a poet as Waller to at-
tempt such a move: Van Dyck. Van Dyck was well known to Waller, painting many of
his friends and patrons.71 He is the only painter Waller ever addressed in verse, which
he did twice: on one occasion addressing him directly and commending his “good
hand” in response to one of his portraits of Lady Dorothy Sidney (the poet’s
“Sacharissa”); and on another praising that portrait itself.72
If the opening commendation points toward Van Dyck,Waller’s presentation of
the portrait itself actually associates it with the iconographic program of Van Dyck’s
portraits of the queen, a series begun on the painter’s visit to London in 1632.73 Waller
salutes the portrait as offering an image of the queen as one “In whom the extremes of
power and beauty move, / The Queen of Britain, and the Queen of Love!”(lines 11–12).
This linking of love and empire is explicit in the iconographic program of a series of
portraits of 1632 and after, the core of which is generally associated with a group of nine
paintings commissioned from the artist by the king, for which payment was author-
ized in May 1633.74 The portraits in this group share two significant features: the closed
imperial crown, which rests on a table or ledge to the queen’s right, denotes her domin-
ion over the empire of Great Britain (that is, England, Scotland, and Ireland)—an icon
that perhaps became topical after (and no doubt shortly before) the king’s coronation
in Scotland in 1633. With her right hand she touches or holds roses—sacred, of course,
to both Venus and the Virgin Mary—representing love and charity, and possibly also
fecundity.75 Some later portraits retain the imperial crown but dispense with the
roses.76 A further reason for connecting the poem with this particular group of early
portraits is its slightly obscure suggestion, in lines 1–4, that the portrait represents the
only means of access by ordinary mortals to the queen’s extraordinary beauty. It seems
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to me that this is best read as a suggestion that the portrait will serve to present the
queen to the world beyond the court. This notion of official dissemination connects it
with the royal commission for a series of portraits of the queen.Van Dyck’s portraits
were widely distributed and were themselves much copied.77 Waller may have seen the
version owned by Northumberland.78 The identification of the iconography alluded
to by Waller with that of the official portraits commenced by Van Dyck in 1632 allows
us to infer an initial terminus for the poem without serving to date it precisely; it could
well date, like the other pieces we have examined, from the mid- or late 1630s.
If my conclusions about Waller’s poems on the king and queen and the Duke of
Buckingham are correct, then not one of the four poems he is thought to have written
during the 1620s can be dated to before the early 1630s. The internal evidence for resitu-
ating these poems to the mid- or later 1630s squares with the implication of the poet’s
dedicatory epistle to the collection he planned for Henrietta Maria: that even the
pieces on earlier events may have been written not at the time of those occasions them-
selves but retrospectively, to memorialize, in a manner flattering to the queen, certain
key moments in her husband’s earlier life. And the evidence squares with Clarendon’s
claim for Waller’s stunning, belated poetic debut, not long before turning thirty
(which he did in March 1636).
"
It was not simply as a royal panegyrist—or, perhaps, more precisely, as the queen’s
poet—that Waller made his appearance at this time. The redating of his earliest pane-
gyrics to the mid-1630s locates them at the same period as his earliest appearance in the
other major poetic role of his early career, that of salon poet, or in-house laureate of
the Percy faction. Among those members of the Percy family he saluted around this
time were Algernon, Earl of Northumberland; his sister, Lucy, Countess of Carlisle; her
niece, Lady Dorothy Sidney (“Sacharissa”); Lady Dorothy’s father; and even Lady
Dorothy’s servant, Mrs. Braughton. The two roles were intimately linked, with the
Percys almost certainly providing Waller’s entrée to the queen’s court.79 Lucy Carlisle
was a lady of the queen’s bedchamber and one of her closest confidantes; she and her
brothers, Northumberland and Henry Percy, were leading figures in the queen’s co-
terie: a loose gathering (including Northumberland’s rival for the admiralcy, Hol-
land) that favored an aggressively anti-Habsburg (and therefore pro-French) foreign
policy.80 With the former, at least, of these goals, Waller would remain in sympathy
throughout his life.81
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The earliest poems Waller addressed to members of the Percy interest seem 
to date from the winter of 1635–36. Thorn Drury pointed out that an allusion to
Sacharissa’s having “come out”prior to her father’s departure in “To my Lord of Leices-
ter” (lines 25–26) implies that Waller’s “courtship” had begun prior to Leicester’s de-
parture for Paris in May 1636; but it cannot have begun much before the end of 1635.82 I
suspect that the courtship was primarily a matter of literary gallantry rather than gen-
uine passion: wealthy as he was, Waller was no match for the daughter of an earl.83 It
was a pose: semi-public and fashionably platonic.84 Indeed, his poems on Sacharissa
are less aptly read as disappointingly tepid love lyrics than as panegyrics, written with
one eye on Dorothy’s parents, and designed to trumpet her charms at a time when her
failure to attract a suitable match was troubling them.85 Even allowing for the safely
neoplatonic character of the courtship, however, it would have been unseemly for the
poet to begin his addresses until the conclusion of an appropriate mourning period for
his wife, who had died in October 1634; such a period was conventionally one year.86
A previously unnoticed piece of evidence supports the view that Waller began to
serenade Sacharissa at or near the end of his mourning period. In the Sacharissa poems
(as in some others of the later 1630s) Waller adopts the sobriquet Thyrsis.While this is a
standard pastoral name, going back to Virgil’s Eclogue VII, it is highly unlikely that one
who was as proud of his poetic accomplishments as Waller would seek to model his
persona on the loser of an Arcadian singing contest. A more immediate and appropri-
ate association for the name comes to mind when we bear in mind the poet’s associa-
tion with the queen’s circle, that hotbed of Francophilia and neoplatonic préciosité. It
was a world in which Waller moved comfortably, though not uncritically.87 Erica 
Veevers and others have emphasized the extent to which the language and models for
the pursuit of platonic friendship were furnished by Honoré d’Urfé’s interminable ro-
mance, L’Astrée.88 As John Safford has noted, Waller certainly took at least one of his
poetic personae from L’Astrée : the witty womanizer, Hylas, who plays the part implied
by his name in the dialogue,“Chloris and Hylas. Made to a saraband.” Other pseudo-
nyms in his work appear to derive from the same source. The nymph Galatea, who in-
forms Waller’s Thyrsis of the death of Lady Hamilton (10 May 1638) in the dialogue
“Thyrsis, Galatea,” has nothing notably maritime about her and thus seems not to be
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the classical Nereid; she is distinctive, rather, for haunting the banks of the Thames and
for being socially superior to a mere shepherd like Thyrsis (“Fair nymph! I have in your
delights no share, / Nor ought to be concerned in your care”; lines 9–10); as such, she
recalls d’Urfé’s high-born Galatea: a princess who, with her court, inhabits the banks of
the Lignon.89 It seems to me, in light both of the strongly précieux tenor of Waller’s
lyrics of this period and of his own condition as a recent widower, that “Thyrsis”must
allude not to Virgil’s but to d’Urfé’s Tyrcis: the loyal counterweight to Hylas. We first
encounter Tyrcis near the opening of L’Astrée : he languishes on the grass, comforted
by two young shepherdesses and lamenting in verse his dead lover, before being urged
by one of his companions, the lovely Laonice, to abandon mourning and sing instead
the praises of the living.90 In the queen’s circle, d’Urfé’s Tyrcis was a recognized model
for a grieving husband: Joseph Rutter (one of the queen’s playwrights) employed the
name Thyrsis in a pastoral elegy written in the person of his patron, Sir Kenelm Digby,
on the death of his beloved wife,Venetia, in 1633.91 Furthermore, as we have just seen,
Waller appears as Thyrsis alongside the d’Urféan Galatea in the poem on Lady Hamil-
ton. Waller’s adoption of the poetic persona of the grieving shepherd implies a mo-
ment close enough to the death of his wife for him to reference his mourning, but not
so close that it would be unseemly to serenade another; it implies a point of transition.
Since he presumably emerged from mourning in late October 1635, the late fall or early
winter of 1635 seems the most likely period for Waller’s emergence as Thrysis.
One other aspect of Waller’s debut in his role as house poet to the Percys might
also, on the basis of a contextual reading, be dated from the same period, and that is his
role as devotee of Lucy, Countess of Carlisle: a role that represents yet another species
of the précieux platonism of the queen’s court.92 Waller’s earliest datable poem to her is
“The Countess of Carlisle in mourning,”which,as I have argued above,must date from
sometime relatively late in the mourning period, at which point it would not be tact-
less to suggest that she “mourn no more” (line 11). Since Lord Carlisle died in April
1636, the poem probably dates, at the earliest, from the winter through to the early
spring of 1636–37. There is some circumstantial evidence for dating another of Waller’s
lyrics on Lady Carlisle to this same period.“The country to my Lady of Carlisle” is oc-
casioned by the countess’s visiting the country:“Your beauty. . .our solitude invades, /
And warms us, shining through the thickest shades”(lines 5–6). That it is spoken in the 
person of the country suggests that it formed part of some welcome ceremony or 
entertainment. The poem is not topographically detailed; its account of country de-
lights is generic: shady woods and springs that, unlike courtly mirrors,“Present the
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impartial images of things” (line 12). Yet certain details of phrasing connect it with
Waller’s two poems written at Penshurst, seat of the Earl of Leicester. All three poems
feature the figure of Orpheus, seeking sympathy in the woods (“Carlisle,” lines 1–4;
“At Penshurst [I],” lines 11–16; “At Penshurst [II],” lines 25–27); both “The country to
my Lady of Carlisle”and the first of the Penshurst poems allude to the custom of carv-
ing the beloved’s name in the bark of a tree (“Carlisle,” lines 21–22; “At Penshurst [I],”
lines 25‒27); and both “The country to my Lady of Carlisle”and the second Penshurst
poem single out for comment local springs (“Carlisle,” lines 11–12; “At Penshurst [II],”
lines 21–24) . Such parallels are not, of course, distinctive enough to establish that “The
country to my Lady of Carlisle”was written, like the other two pieces, at Penshurst; but
they give us pause.
External evidence affords further reason for entertaining such a possibility,
given the likelihood that Waller’s poem on Lady Carlisle in mourning was composed
in the winter of 1636. We know from the correspondence of the Countess of Leicester
that Lady Carlisle (her sister) had an extended sojourn at Penshurst at this time, arriv-
ing in mid-November and not departing until shortly after the New Year. It was not an
entirely happy visit, the hostess finding her guest’s imperiousness and conceit grat-
ing.93 We have no firm evidence that Waller was at Penshurst at the time, but a tanta-
lizing hint appears in a letter of 1 December, in which the countess complains of her
sister:“Her great fortune, the observations of powerfull men and the flateries of sume
mean ons dothe make her lese suferable then ever shee was.”94 It is tempting to imag-
ine that Waller might have been among the “mean flatterers” whose attentions so 
irritated the countess.95
"
Whether or not Waller composed “The country to my Lady of Carlisle” as a visitor to
Penshurst in the winter of 1636, it nonetheless seems clear that he launched the major
roles of his early poetic career—queen’s poet, promoter of Northumberland, celebrant
of Sacharissa, worshipper of Lady Carlisle—in the period 1635–37. Several conjectures
may be offered to explain both the unusual belatedness of his poetic debut and his 
decision to align himself with the Percy interest and the queen’s faction.
We may reasonably presume, given his wealth, class, and early service in parlia-
ments of the 1620s, as well as from his later parliamentary career, that Waller had enter-
tained political ambitions from an early age.96 Since 1629, however, there had been no
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Parliament; the arena for public advancement had narrowed to the court. Waller may
have harbored ambitions there, but he perhaps burned some bridges by his secret mar-
riage to the heiress Anne Bankes in the summer of 1631. The Court of Aldermen, whose
ward she was, proceeded against him in Star Chamber and, although the king inter-
vened successfully on his behalf, he probably made some enemies in the king’s house-
hold. The court candidate for Anne’s hand had been William Crofts, a figure in high
esteem there, whose brother was the king’s cup-bearer.97 After the settlement of his
marriage, Waller retreated to the country and lived quietly as a mere country gentle-
man, his public career apparently over.
The death of Waller’s first wife in October 1634 was a devastating personal
blow.98 But once the period of mourning was over, he was free to make a fresh start,
both domestically and publicly. Only after this period do we find him presenting him-
self as a writer of English verse and appearing, once again, on a metropolitan stage.
There can be little doubt that what he sought by re-launching himself at this time was
some kind of court preferment or, at least, an informal position of influence. That the
stage on which he chose to appear was not the king’s court but the queen’s might be ex-
plained in part by animosities he had created among the king’s courtiers; but other rea-
sons may be advanced. Waller was in ideological sympathy with the aggressive,
Protestant foreign policy promoted by members of her circle.And the queen’s court ap-
pears to have been more sympathetic to literary artistry than the king’s. Mere pragma-
tism no doubt also played its part. If he were already linked with the Percy interest, that
would have provided an entrée; but he did have a close link with the queen’s court
through his brother-in-law, Nathaniel Tomkins, clerk of her council.With the death of
Lord Treasurer Portland in January 1635, moreover, the queen’s influence at court had
reached its zenith.99 Yet it would be wrong to regard Waller as just another place-
seeker. He was wealthy enough not to need the income from a court sinecure; financial
security gave him a degree of independence.100 His adoption of a self-consciously
“country”stance in presenting his poetry of the 1630s may chime a little oddly with the
elegant deportment of the verse itself; it nonetheless registers a commitment, more
than merely rhetorical, to a point of view beyond that of the court.101 It was a stance
with which he would long be associated.102 Though Douglas Bush’s dismissal of Waller
as “the rhymer of a court gazette”is memorably phrased and not without an element of
truth, the poet was never a mere courtier.103
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If Waller’s use of poetry as an entrée to court circles was not unusual, Clarendon
was right nonetheless to underscore the element of surprise in its belatedness. Under-
lying his remark that Waller appeared as a poet only “at the age when other men used to
give over writing verses” is the assumption that poetry was an acceptable youthful pas-
time, but one that the serious man of affairs was expected to outgrow.104 To the states-
man or cleric, the continued production of verse into middle age was a potential
embarrassment, laying one open to the charge of frivolousness. At a time of national
crisis, one was especially keen to avoid such a charge. In the dedication to his 1668
Poems and Translations, Sir John Denham recorded how the king, during his captivity
(in 1647), read and admired some of his verses, but nonetheless advised him “to write
no more, alleging, that when men are young, and have little else to do, they might vent
the overflowings of their Fancy that way, but when they were thought fit for more seri-
ous Employments, if they still persisted in that course, it would look, as if they minded
not the way to any better.”105 For similar reasons, Abraham Cowley, in the preface to
the collection of poems he published in 1656, announced his intention to write no
more verse.106 This is the concern that haunts the witty epistle with which Waller 
introduces the collection for Lady Sophia:
MADAM,
Your commands for the gathering of these sticks into a faggot had
sooner been obeyed, but, that intending to present you with my whole
vintage, I stayed till the latest grapes were ripe; for here your ladyship
hath not only all I have done, but all I ever mean to do of this kind. Not
but that I may defend the attempt I have made upon poetry, by the exam-
ples (not to trouble you with history) of many wise and worthy persons
of our own times; as Sir Philip Sidney, Sir Fra: Bacon, Cardinal Perron
(the ablest of his countrymen), and the present107 Pope, who, they say,
instead of the Triple Crown, weares108 sometimes the poet’s ivy, as an or-
nament, perhaps, of less weight and trouble. But, madam, these nightin-
gales sung only in the spring; it was the diversion of their youth; as ladies
learn to sing and play whilst they are children, what they forget when
they are women. The resemblance holds further; for as you quit the lute
the sooner because the posture is suspected to draw the body awry, so
this is not always practised without some violence to the mind; wresting
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it from present occasions, and accustoming us to a style somewhat re-
moved from common use.But, that you may not think his case deplorable
who has made verses, we are told that Tully (the greatest wit among the
Romans) was once sick of this disease; and yet recovered so well, that of
almost as bad a poet as your servant, he became the most perfect orator
in the world. So that, not so much to have made verses, as not to give over
in time, leaves a man without excuse; the former presenting us at least
with an opportunity of doing wisely, that is, to conceal those we have
made; which I shall yet do, if my humble request may be of as much force
with your ladyship, as your commands have been with me. Madam, I
only whisper these in your ear; if you publish them they become your
own; and therefore, as you apprehend the reproach of a wit and a poet,
cast them into the fire; or, if they come where green boughs are in the
chimney, with the help of your fair friends (for thus bound, it will be too
stubborn a task for your hands alone), tear them in pieces, wherein you
shall honour me with the fate of Orpheus; for so his poems, whereof we
only hear the fame (not his limbs, as the story would have it), I suppose
were scattered by the Thracian dames.109
To justify his versifying, Waller falls back on the commonplace of poetry as a youthful
diversion: a harmless enough pursuit if abandoned in time. But how soon is soon
enough? Waller’s mendacious simile of the teenaged lutenist—disastrous should an
image of the middle-aged poet spring to mind—bespeaks an anxious attempt to back-
date his poetic career to avoid “the reproach of wit and a poet.” His application of the
simile indicates the character of the damage done to one’s mental and stylistic capacities
by failing to abandon poetry in time: distraction of the mind from “present occasions”
and the development of an abstruse style,“somewhat removed from common use.”
The trope may have played its part in creating the myth of Waller the Jacobean poet.
"
There is another argument at work in the epistle to Lady Sophia—one hinted at in the
reference to “present occasions.”In this view, poetry is not a youthful indiscretion but a
recreation, a retreat from serious business. To support the claim,Waller cites recent ex-
amples of “wise and worthy persons” who have turned to poetry for such diversion:
Sidney, Bacon, Cardinal du Perron, Pope Urban VIII—leading actors in the gravest af-
fairs of state. The kind of credibility Waller aims at by associating himself with these
Renaissance statesmen is clarified by the next move in his argument, which draws to-
gether the two topics he has so far deployed (poetry as youthful recreation; poetry as
diversion from serious business) and weaves them into the classical figure of Cicero,
whose career Waller restructures as a progression from bad poet to perfect orator and
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establishes as a model for his own.110 The implication is clear: present occasions de-
mand not poetry but oratory; Waller will take up the challenge, reinventing himself as
an English Cicero.
The Ciceronian parallel points us to the periods of the Short and Long Parlia-
ments, in both of which Waller sat, making a much-remarked exercise of his oratorical
skills on behalf, first, of the opposition, and later of the royal interest.111 He had waited
a decade for such an opportunity and would not let it pass. The language of the epistle
enables still greater precision in dating. The declaration that he had withheld his col-
lection until the last of the harvest was ripe, to present Lady Sophia with his “whole
vintage,” implies the knowledge of some impending occasion or occasions that would,
despite his intention to abjure the muse, nevertheless oblige him to produce more
verses. One obvious occasion for which Waller would have known, well in advance, of
the obligation to provide a poem was the birth of Henry, Duke of Gloucester, in 
July 1640, for which he composed the lyric “Puerperium”—a genethliacon distinctive
for anticipating more than celebrating the birth. Another was the marriage at court of
the dwarves Richard Gibson and Anne Shepherd in February 1641.112 The absence of
his poem on the latter from the sole manuscript witness to the epistle to Lady Sophia
suggests, but of course cannot prove, that the epithalamion was written after the epis-
tle, because the epistle itself is a late addition to the collection. July 1640 thus provides
an initial terminus for the presentation of both the poem to the queen and the collec-
tion to Lady Sophia; but the collection could have been presented after the marriage of
the dwarves in February 1641. The epistle itself may have been written, in anticipation,
some time earlier (as, perhaps, in large part, was the poem on the royal birth); but it
may also have been composed in the winter of 1641. In either case, it seems reasonable
to associate the argument for a move from poetry to oratory expressed in the epistle
with Waller’s renewed enthusiasm for political action consequent on the return to par-
liamentary government, most probably after the summoning of the Long Parliament
in September 1640.113
It has not, I think, been clearly recognized that the dedication to Lady Sophia
doubles as a palinode. The poet claims to be presenting his complete works: all he has
written, and all he ever will write. The volume represents the tomb of his poetic ambi-
tion. Unlike the slim volume of poems on the royal couple he had intended to present
to the queen, this is a substantial, bound, collection—so substantial, in fact, that if Lady
Sophia wishes to tear it up, she will be obliged to seek assistance from some of her
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Waller’s retraction has been either underplayed or dismissed. Warren Chernaik
notes a general shift of interest from poetry to politics in the early 1640s, while David
Norbrook regards Waller’s adoption of the role of classical orator as a “complement”to
that of poet.115 To Richard Helgerson, the palinode is blatantly insincere because
Waller went on to write even more poems than he had already composed.116 While
Chernaik and Norbrook understate the case, Helgerson judges with hindsight. If we
look, instead, at Waller’s poetic output following the composition of the epistle 
(ca. 1640–41), we notice an almost complete silence lasting until the mid-1640s, when,
on a visit to Padua in 1646, he composed complimentary addresses for both Dr. George
Rogers and Professor Johann Vesling.117 The scribal collections and the printed edi-
tions of 1645 that derive from them contain nothing firmly datable to later than Febru-
ary 1641. It has been suggested that the cynical little lyric “To Chloris” was written
during the Civil War proper (that is, after 1642), since it alludes to the advantages, for
the poet’s suit, of the fact that “our calm, of peace” has been “frighted hence”; but the
poem cannot be firmly dated. The “mischiefs” that inclined Chloris to become so gen-
erous with her favors may well have been the metropolitan disturbances of 1640–42, or
even, perhaps, the northern troubles of 1639–40. John Safford has suggested, on the
basis of the lyric’s tone, that it probably is a late poem; the circulation evidence supports
the claim: it appears in none of the scribal collections, but only in the 1645 editions, in
what looks like a section of added material. The lyric is, moreover, a private or semi-
private jeu d’esprit, not a contribution to a public poetic corpus; it does not seriously
compromise Waller’s claim that he has abandoned the role of poet. Indeed, Waller
seems later to have disowned the poem.118 We should, therefore, take seriously Waller’s
announcement, about the time of the recall of Parliament, or perhaps during its early
days, that he intends to abandon poetry for oratory. His political career during the 
early 1640s supports such a view. He did, of course, later return to poetry; but he did not
do so in earnest for some years, his political career in ruins. Of the extraordinary cir-
cumstances leading to the catastrophe of “Waller’s Plot” and his subsequent banish-
ment he could not, in penning his epistle to Lady Sophia, have had the remotest inkling.
In thinking about Waller’s literary career we should, I propose, consider it not as
a serene and uninterrupted progression from James I to James II.We should, rather, be
sensitive to its twists and turns, its interruptions and voltes faces. A short early career as
queen’s poet and house laureate of the Percy faction began, surprisingly late, in the
mid-1630s, and continued to the close of the decade, during which he produced some
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of his most enduring poems. This career ended abruptly with his decision to abandon
poetry for oratory in the newly recalled Parliament. The wreck of his political career in
1643, and his subsequent banishment and exile, forced him back, for the exercise of his
rhetorical skills, on the poetry he had so recently abjured, opening a second, longer po-
etic career, the precise contours and distinctive features of which are not our concern
here.119 We may conclude our examination of Waller’s first career by urging that future
criticism attend to the historical and rhetorical circumstances of his earliest poems,
recognizing them for what they are—Caroline productions, written with at least one
eye on the queen and her coterie—and setting them alongside the masques of
Davenant and Jones and the portraits of Van Dyck as fragments of the cultural legacy
of that ill-starred court.
CARLETON COLLEGE
ABSTRACT
In this overview of Edmund Waller’s early poetic career, Timothy Raylor shows that Waller emerged as
an English poet in the mid-1630S—and not, as traditionally thought, the early 1620S. He did so in an
attempt to launch a career at the queen’s court through the Percy faction. Among Waller’s earliest
poems was a series about the royal couple, written particularly for the queen, Henrietta Maria. With
the summoning of Parliament, Waller resolved to abjure poetry in favor of oratory, and he returned to
it only after the catastrophe of “Waller’s Plot” left his political career in ruins.
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